San Diego State vs Pacific (Aug 31, 2018 at Tucson, Ariz.)

For PAC: LEO, Gabby/LINES, Kaitlyn; RAMSEY, Riley/PATTERSON, Riley; CLINE, Lauren/HOLT, Alex; libero TUBBS, Jadyn.
For SDSU: BURNS, Emily/HODSON, Serena; DUNBAR, Ashlynn/TURNLUND, Hannah; HARRIS, Deja/TAYLOR, Delaney; libero LEE, Lauren.

0-1 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
0-2 [McGRATH, Sam] Attack error by HOLT, Alex (block by HARRIS, Deja; TAYLOR, Delaney).
1-2 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).
2-2 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from RAMSEY, Riley).
2-3 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
2-4 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Attack error by HOLT, Alex (block by TURNLUND, Hannah; HARRIS, Deja).
2-5 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
2-6 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah.
2-7 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Attack error by LINES, Kaitlyn.
2-8 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).

Timeout Pacific.

3-8 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Service error.
3-9 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
4-9 [HARRIS, Deja] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
4-10 [DE SCRJVER, Hanne] Kill by HODSON, Serena (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
5-10 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from DE SCRJVER, Hanne).
5-11 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by BURNS, Emily (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
6-12 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Kill by BURNS, Emily (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
6-13 [LEE, Lauren] Attack error by PATTERSON, Riley (block by HARRIS, Deja).
7-13 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from DE SCRJVER, Hanne).
7-14 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
8-14 [McGRATH, Sam] Service error.
9-14 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by HARRIS, Deja.
10-16 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
11-17 [DE SCRJVER, Hanne] Kill by McGRATH, Sam (from DUNBAR, Ashlynn).

Timeout Pacific.

13-20 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Service error.
14-20 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from DE SCRJVER, Hanne), block error by HARRIS, Deja.
16-22 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).
17-22 [PATTERSON, Riley] Ball handling error by TAYLOR, Delaney.

Timeout San Diego State.

18-23 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by (from TAYLOR, Delaney), block error by HOLT, Alex.
19-23 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).
**Play-by-Play Summary (2nd set)**

San Diego State vs Pacific (Aug 31, 2018 at Tucson, Ariz.)

For SDSU: HARRIS, Deja/BURNS, Emily; TAYLOR, Delaney/DUNBAR, Ashlynn; TURNLUND, Hannah/HODSON, Serena; libero LEE, Lauren.
For PAC: RAMSEY, Riley/HOLT, Alex; LEO, Gabby/DENNEMANN, Allison; PATTERSON, Riley/LINES, Kaitlyn; libero TUBBS, Jadyn.

0-1 [LEE, Lauren] Attack error by RAMSEY, Riley.
1-1 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby).
2-1 [PATTERSON, Riley] Bad set by TAYLOR, Delaney.
2-2 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by LINES, Kaitlyn.
2-3 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
2-4 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
3-4 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby).
3-5 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Attack error by LINES, Kaitlyn.
3-6 [TURNLUND, Hannah] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
4-6 [TURNLUND, Hannah] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
5-6 [DE SCRJIVER, Hanne] Bad set by TAYLOR, Delaney.
5-7 [DE SCRJIVER, Hanne] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney), block error by DENNEMANN, Allison.
5-8 [HARRIS, Deja] Attack error by LINES, Kaitlyn (block by HODSON, Serena; DUNBAR, Ashlynn).
6-8 [HARRIS, Deja] Service error.
6-9 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by HODSON, Serena (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
7-9 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Attack error by DUNBAR, Ashlynn.
7-10 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
7-11 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Attack error by PATTERSON, Riley.
9-11 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).

*Timeout San Diego State.*

10-12 [LEO, Gabby] Attack error by PATTERSON, Riley.

*SDSU coach challenge successful*

11-12 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley.
12-12 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).
13-12 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
13-14 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by TAYLOR, Delaney, block error by HOLT, Alex.
14-14 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
17-17 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Service error.
18-17 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from PATTERSON, Riley).
19-17 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Attack error by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (block by RAMSEY, Riley; CLINE, Lauren).
20-17 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Service ace (DUNBAR, Ashlynn).

*Timeout San Diego State.*

21-17 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Service ace (DUNBAR, Ashlynn).
22-17 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from DE SCRJIVER, Hanne).
23-17 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from PATTERSON, Riley).
24-18 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Attack error by HODSON, Serena.
Play-by-Play Summary (3rd set)
San Diego State vs Pacific (Aug 31, 2018 at Tucson, Ariz.)

For PAC: LINES, Kaitlyn/HOLT, Alex; DENNEMANN, Allison; LEO, Gabby; PATTERSON, Riley/RAMSEY, Riley; libero TUBBS, Jadyn.
For SDSU: HODSON, Serena/BURNS, Emily; O’SULLIVAN, Victoria/HARRIS, Deja; TAYLOR, Delaney/DUNBAR, Ashlynn; libero LEE, Lauren.
0-1 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by O’SULLIVAN, Victoria (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
1-1 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from TUBBS, Jadyn).
2-1 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by O’SULLIVAN, Victoria (block by HOLT, Alex; RAMSEY, Riley).
3-1 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby).
3-2 [PATTERSON, Riley] Bad set by LEO, Gabby.
4-2 [TETER, Loren] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby).

Pacific coach challenge successful
5-2 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Attack error by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (block by HOLT, Alex; DENNEMANN, Allison).
6-2 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Attack error by HARRIS, Deja.
7-2 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Attack error by DUNBAR, Ashlynn.

Timeout San Diego State.
8-2 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
8-3 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Service error.
9-3 [HARRIS, Deja] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby).
12-4 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by CLINE, Lauren (from DE SCRJVER, Hanne).
12-5 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
14-6 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Service error.
15-7 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by O’SULLIVAN, Victoria (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
16-7 [McGRATH, Sam] Service error.
16-8 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by O’SULLIVAN, Victoria (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
16-10 [TETER, Loren] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
17-11 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
18-11 [HARRIS, Deja] Service error.
19-12 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from CLINE, Lauren).
20-12 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Service ace (TETER, Loren).
21-12 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from TUBBS, Jadyn).
22-12 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Attack error by TURNLUND, Hannah.
23-14 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Service error.
24-16 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by GILLCRIST, Erin (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
Play-by-Play Summary (4th set)
San Diego State vs Pacific (Aug 31, 2018 at Tucson, Ariz.)

For SDSU: DUNBAR, Ashlynn/TURNLUND, Hannah; TAYLOR, Delaney/HARRIS, Deja; O’SULLIVAN, Victoria/HAMRICK, Lexie; libero LEE, Lauren
For PAC: LEO, Gabby/LINES, Kaitlyn; RAMSEY, Riley/HOLT, Alex; PATTERSON, Riley/CLINE, Lauren; libero TUBBS, Jadyn.

0-1 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Attack error by PATTERSON, Riley.
0-2 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Attack error by PATTERSON, Riley.
1-1 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Attack error by TURNLUND, Hannah.
1-3 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by HOLT, Alex (block by HAMRICK, Lexie).
2-3 [TURNLUND, Hannah] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby), block error by O’SULLIVAN, Victoria.
2-4 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
2-5 [LEE, Lauren] Attack error by LINES, Kaitlyn.

Pacific coach challenge unsuccessful
3-5 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
4-5 [DE SCRIJVER, Hanne] Service ace (TEAM).
4-6 [DE SCRIJVER, Hanne] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
4-7 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
5-7 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Service error.
5-8 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by TAYLOR, Delaney.
6-9 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
6-10 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
7-10 [HARRIS, Deja] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from DE SCRIJVER, Hanne).
8-10 [LEO, Gabby] Service ace (TEAM).
10-10 [LEO, Gabby] Service ace (DUNBAR, Ashlynn).
11-11 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby), block error by HAMRICK, Lexie.
12-11 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by HOLT, Alex (from LEO, Gabby).
12-12 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by LINES, Kaitlyn (block by TURNLUND, Hannah; HAMRICK, Lexie).
14-13 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by DENNEMANN, Allison (from LEO, Gabby).
16-14 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Service error.
16-15 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by HARRIS, Deja (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
17-17 [HARRIS, Deja] Kill by TAYLOR, Delaney.
17-18 [HARRIS, Deja] Attack error by CLINE, Lauren.

Timeout Pacific.

17-19 [HARRIS, Deja] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
17-20 [HARRIS, Deja] Attack error by CLINE, Lauren.

Timeout Pacific.

18-21 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
19-22 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by HOLT, Alex.
19-23 [TURNLUND, Hannah] Service ace (LINES, Kaitlyn).

Timeout San Diego State.

Play-by-Play Summary (5th set)
San Diego State vs Pacific (Aug 31, 2018 at Tucson, Ariz.)

For PAC: RAMSEY, Riley/HOLT, Alex; PATTERSON, Riley/LEO, Gabby; DENNEMANN, Allison/LINES, Kaitlyn; libero TUBBS, Jadyn.
For SDSU: HARRIS, Deja/TAYLOR, Delaney; TURNLUND, Hannah/HAMRICK, Lexie; DUNBAR, Ashlynn/McGRATH, Sam; libero LEE, Lauren.

1-0 [TAYLOR, Delaney] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).
2-0 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (block by RAMSEY, Riley; HOLT, Alex).
3-0 [PATTERSON, Riley] Attack error by TURNLUND, Hannah (block by HOLT, Alex; LINES, Kaitlyn).
3-1 [PATTERSON, Riley] Kill by DUNBAR, Ashlynn (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
4-1 [TURNLUND, Hannah] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from LEO, Gabby).
4-2 [TUBBS, Jadyn] Kill by O'SULLIVAN, Victoria.
4-3 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by O'SULLIVAN, Victoria (from DUNBAR, Ashlynn).
4-4 [LEE, Lauren] Service ace (LINES, Kaitlyn).
5-4 [LEE, Lauren] Kill by DENNEMANN, Allison (from LEO, Gabby).
6-4 [DE SCRJIVER, Hanne] Kill by CLINE, Lauren.

Pacific coach challenge unsuccessful

6-6 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Attack error by DENNEMANN, Allison (block by HARRIS, Deja; TAYLOR, Delaney).
7-6 [DUNBAR, Ashlynn] Kill by LINES, Kaitlyn (from DE SCRJIVER, Hanne).
8-6 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Attack error by HARRIS, Deja.
9-6 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley.

Timeout San Diego State.

10-6 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Attack error by TAYLOR, Delaney (block by CLINE, Lauren).
11-6 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Attack error by O'SULLIVAN, Victoria.

Timeout San Diego State.

11-7 [LINES, Kaitlyn] Kill by O'SULLIVAN, Victoria (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
12-7 [McGRATH, Sam] Kill by PATTERSON, Riley (from DE SCRJIVER, Hanne).
12-8 [DENNEMANN, Allison] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah (from TAYLOR, Delaney).
14-8 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by RAMSEY, Riley (from LEO, Gabby).
14-9 [LEO, Gabby] Kill by TURNLUND, Hannah (from TAYLOR, Delaney).

PACIFIC 3, SAN DIEGO STATE 2